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Large-scale wind power integration into the power system has promoted the development
of a multiterminal DC (MTDC) transmission grid with a modular multilevel converter (MMC).
Basically, MTDC with MMC is a typical cyber–physical system with continuous coupling
interactions between cyber assets and power systems. However, cyber events may
introduce many internet-based vulnerabilities and even result in the loss of transient
stability of the power system. Therefore, a voltage compensation-based two-level
hierarchical adaptive control strategy is proposed in this article. At the higher level, a
modified MMC output current reference calculation method is developed in the αβ

framework to guarantee the transient stability of the power system, whereas a
feedback adjustment method is proposed in the MMC control framework, at the
bottom level, to contain the controller from deviating from its output reference while
eliminating the impact of cyber communication delay on transient stability. The article
shows that the proposed hierarchical control strategy can improve the transient stability of
the power grid under the interference of three-phase ground faults in physical and
communication delays in the cyber layer. Finally, the simulation results of the modified
IEEE 9-bus test systemwith MMC–MTDC are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed scheme.

Keywords: multiterminal direct current (MTDC), modular multilevel converter, cyber–physical power system,
hierarchical control, transient stability

1 INTRODUCTION

The multiterminal high-voltage direct current (MTDC) system with a modular multilevel converter
(MMC) is identified as a flexible power transmission option for the integration of offshore wind
farms and asynchronous interconnection of remote AC systems due to their high transmission
capacity, efficiency, low harmonics, and excellent fault blocking capacity (Oghorada et al., 2021;
Teixeira Pinto et al., 2013). As a result, the MTDC grid with MMC has become one of the most
attractive electricity net topologies for providing the possibility of meshed interconnections between
regional power systems and various renewable energy resources (Zhang et al., 2020a; Zhang et al.,
2020b). Similar ideas have been realized in some real cases (Qiang et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2016).
However, the increasing participation of both renewable energy sources and DC interconnections in
the power grid reduces the inertia of the system, which may result in a loss of the transient stability of
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the AC power grid. Therefore, to improve the transient stability of
power systems with the MMC–MTDC is a challenging problem
that needs to be addressed.

The research on the stability of MMC–MTDC grids for
improving transient stability falls into two categories, namely,
DC-side voltage control and AC-side auxiliary control. DC-side
voltage control tries to stabilize the DC voltage of a DC network
and balance the active power flowing in theMTDC. Based on DC-
side voltage control, master–slave control, voltage margin
control, and voltage droop control are developed (Chen et al.,
2016; Sau-Bassols et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2021). In DC-side
control, the power flow regulation relies on the current flow
controller (Sau-Bassols et al., 2020), but the design of the current
follow controller is difficult and expensive. Consequently, AC-
side auxiliary control methods are developed to provide auxiliary
frequency or voltage support for the AC power system, and
potentially enhance its transient stability. A supplementary
Lyapunov-based active and reactive power control scheme is
proposed for damping power oscillations of interconnected
power grids with the MTDC (Eriksson, 2014). However, in the
existing research, the cyber uncertainty in the MMC–MTDC
control process is totally ignored.

Nowadays, with the development of advanced information
and communication technology, the power system has evolved as
a typical cyber–physical power system (CPPS) (Wang et al.,
2019a). In terms of components, the CPPS can be divided into
two parts: cyber system and physical system, which interact with
and interdepend on each other. With the support of the cyber
system, the reliability of the physical system and the efficiency of
the energy sources in a power grid can be greatly improved. The
CPPS forms the basis of a future smart grid, providing a typical
paradigm for the decisions of all participants in the power supply
chain (Wang et al., 2019b). However, while the cyber assets in the
CPPS exhibit cyber uncertainties, such as communication delay
and packet dropout (Zhang et al., 2020c), cyber uncertainties may
degrade the real-time control of power systems and even result in
a loss of transient stability (Javed et al., 2018)- (Zhao et al., 2015).
Most previous research works focused on traditional application
scenarios of cyber systems in the CPPS such as in the SCADA
system (Vellaithurai et al., 2015), the wide area closed loop
control system (Xin et al., 2015), and the wide area protection
system (Wang et al., 2015). Duan et al. (2018) analyzed the effect
of communication delay and packet loss on the stability of closed-
loop control in wide-area power systems, and then proposed an
advanced damping control based on Q learning. A support vector
machine (SVM) model is established in the study by Zhen-Dong
Zhao et al. (2009) to evaluate the reliability of the electric power
system communication network. An information transmission
model considering transmission errors and delays has been
proposed in the study by Wang et al. (2019c). But the related
research on this topic received little attention in a cyber–physical
systemwithMMC–MTDC. Therefore, it is necessary to propose a
control strategy to improve the transient stability of the
MMC–MTDC network physical system under network
uncertainty.

Despite dealing with a large variety of topics and providing
analytical insights, most of the existing works are based on

traditional control in the dq component of voltage and current
which needs the phase-locked loop (PLL). The dq frame is useful
for analysis and implementation of control algorithms. However,
this increases the complexity of the simulation model, resulting in
a higher computational complexity. Instead, the αβ frame is
equally useful for analysis and control of grid-connected
converters and is also effective for describing transient
phenomena. An MMC αβ component-based higher-level
control scheme to calculate the MMC output current reference
is mentioned in the study by Wen et al. (2020). However, the
improvement in transient stability performance was not validated
for complex system fault events in the physical layer. To realize
the widespread application of the MMC–MTDC system in the
future, a more effective control algorithm for improving transient
stability needs to be proposed.

This article aimed to fill this gap by proposing a voltage
compensation-based hierarchical adaptive control scheme for a
cyber–physical system with MMC–MTDC transient stability
improvement. The control scheme is divided into two levels,
namely, higher and lower levels. In the higher level of hierarchical
control, the modified output current reference calculation
method is adopted. For the bottom level, the feedback PCC
voltage compensation signal participates in the calculation of
higher-level state variables andmaintains the state variables in the
acceptable range that otherwise may deviate from the reference
state value due to delay in information transmission. Compared
with the original control strategy, it can provide a more stable
reference value for MMC cascade control, thus maintaining
transient stability when the system encounters serious faults
such as the three-phase ground faults, communication delay,
and packet dropout. The contribution of this article is the
introduction of a voltage compensation scheme based on
hierarchical control implemented in an MMC controller that
enhances the transient stability of the MMC–MTDC system.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, a suitable
dynamic cyber–physical MMC–MTDC grid model is presented.
In this model, cascade control is used for the dynamic connection
of MMC and DC side of the MTDC. Section 3 introduces the
proposed hierarchical control strategy and compares it with the
original control method. This strategy considers improving the
transient stability of the cyber–physical MMC–MTDC grid under
severe faults and communication delays. In Section 4, by the
accurate electromagnetic transient MMC–MTDC grid model on
MATLAB, the case study analysis proves that the proposed
hierarchical control is effective in improving the transient
stability of the CPPS with the MMC–MTDC. Finally, the
Conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2 STRUCTURE AND MODELING OF THE
CYBER–PHYSICAL MMC–MTDC SYSTEM
2.1 Structure of the Cyber–Physical Power
System
The cyber–physical MMC–MTDC grid is a massive, complex
system which can be divided into cyber and physical subsystems.
The physical subsystem includes the main grid, remote
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generation equipment, and the MMC–MTDC system. The cyber
subsystem usually includes the communication and interface
layer and the application layer. Its main structure is shown in
Figure 1.

The application layer has many functions, such as human
interaction, decision-making, and information analysis. The
communication layer is responsible to send monitoring
signals, control instructions, and other alerts (Liu et al., 2018).
The stable operation of the main grid in the physical layer is of
primary importance for the whole system. The MTDC system
with the MMC converter has a complex dynamic performance;
moreover, it has the generation equipment far away from the
main grid. Therefore, the physical system must transmit
information to the control center continuously.

In a cyber–physical power system, the power station does not
execute the vital decisions; however, it carries only the data
acquisition and the pre-processing tasks. The process of
operation automation requires the control center to make
decisions. Consequently, the reliability of a cyber–physical
MTDC grid by large depends on the reliability of its control
strategy. It not only adjusts the state variables of the controller to
restore the stability of the physical layer after the fault occurs in

different positions of the grid but also needs to be able to deal with
the cyber uncertainties in the communication layer.

2.2 Analysis of MMC Operating
Characteristics
A per-phase schematic of the MMC is shown in Figure 2. For the
purpose of dynamic modeling, the dc bus can generally be
considered to have pure capacitive characteristics, with
capacitance Cd from the neutral to the positive and negative
poles, that is, a pole-to-pole capacitance. VPCC represents the
point of common coupling voltage ofMMC–MTDC and AC grid,
and the dc bus Vd is assumed to be balanced.

For the arm voltage in the MMC circuit diagram, subscript u
represents the upper arm and subscript l represents the lower
arm. For the same, the current is defined as iu and il, respectively.
For ease of control and calculation, the mentioned linear
transformation is defined as

Vs � (Vl − Vu)/2, (1)
Vc � (Vl + Vu)/2, (2)

Is � iu − il, (3)

FIGURE 1 | Cyber–physical power system with the MMC–MTDC main structure.
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Ic � (iu + il)/2, (4)
where Is represents the phase current in the AC side,Vs represents
the internal electromotive force (EMF) of each phase arm driven,
Is. Ic represents the average current of each phase arm which also
contains any currents circulating between the phase legs, and Vc

denotes the voltage that drives current Ic.
Converter operating principle is the foundation on which the

control designs of the subsequent sections are built. Assuming
that the dc bus is balanced, the circuits formed by the arms are
given as follows:

d

dt
[ iu
−il ] � −1

L
[Vu

Vl
] − R

L
[ iu
il
] + [ 1 −1

−1 −1][Vd/2
VPCC

]. (5)

Adding and subtracting these two relations, and introducing the
output and circulating currents according to Eqs 2, 3, results in

L

2
dis
dt

� Vs − VPCC − R

2
is, (6)

L
dic
dt

� Vd

2
− Vc − Ric. (7)

2.3 Modeling of Generator And MTDC
2.3.1 Generator Model
In this article, the power generation equipment in the AC area of
the main grid uses the well-known classical, fourth-order

generator model, which is considered to be sufficiently
accurate for stability. This article focuses on the
electromechanical transient process of the generator rotor. The
differential equations are

ω
• � πf( −D(ω0 − ω) + Pm − Pe)/H, (8)

δ
• � ω0 − ω, (9)

Eq

• � (Efd − E′
q + (xd − x′

d)Id)/Td0
′, (10)

Ed

• � ( − E′
d + (xq − x′

q)Iq)/Tq0
′, (11)

where δ is the angle of the rotor q axis of the generator relative
to the synchronous rotating coordinate axis; ω is the angular
speed of the generator rotor; H is the mechanical rotor inertia
constant of the generator; Pm is the mechanical output power of
the turbine; xd, xq denote d, q-axis reactance of generator; x’ d, x’ q
is d, q-axis transient reactance; T′ d0, T′ q0 is d, q-axis time
constant; and E′ d, E′ q is d, q component of transient voltage
lagging behind reactance.

2.3.1 MTDC Model
Figure 3 represents a generic N-asynchronous AC area system
connected through a MMC converter station and a multiport DC
network. Each converter station is equipped with a DC voltage
droop controller to connect the AC area. The multiterminal DC

FIGURE 2 | Circuit diagram.
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system is controlled by voltage droop, and each converter station
has independent power and a DC voltage relationship curve.

It combines the high-level control of an MMC controller to
ensure the voltage stability of the DC network and the power
injected into AC area N from the MTDC grid. In this model, the
power flow of the AC and DC systems can be calculated
separately.

The power system is represented by a system of differential
algebraic equations:

X
• � F(X,Y, P), (12)
0 � G(X,Y, P), (13)

where X is the state vector, Y is the algebraic vector, and P is the
parameter vector. In this article, the set of differential equations F
consists of the dynamic equations of the generators, while the
algebraic equations contain the power flow equations and the
stator current equations of the generators.

The MATPOWER is utilized for the load power flow analysis.
The resulting augmented bus admittance matrix is calculated and
constructed, and the initial conditions of the generator are
calculated after the power flow converges (Zimmerman and
Gan, 2016). If the system is in the steady state, then the main
loop is started. The set of differential equations F is integral to
solve the set of algebraic equations G. If an event occurs, the
augmented bus admittance matrix and the algebraic equations G
consist of the network equations, and stator current equations are
reconfigured until the system reaches a new equilibrium or is
away from equilibrium.

In this model, the modified Euler method is used to solve the
differential equations, which is often used in power system
analysis software packages. The variables are sent to the signal
receivers in all parts of the power system, and the operation state
is adjusted. At the same time, the power grid control system takes
the values of Y, X changed or hold the unchanged state as the
input value for the next iteration step until the end of the
simulation time.

2.4 Cyber Signal Transmission Modeling
The signal transmission of a cyber–physical power system is
expressed as a general network control system (NCS) problem
considering network delay, packet loss, etc. Figure 4 shows the
entire signal transmission process of the MMC and AC system
and the closed-loop network control system. As shown in
Figure 4, the first step is to measure data by sensors on each

given bus at each control interval. A wide-area measurement
system (WAMS) samples signals such as voltage and current at a
fixed sampling interval, and then packs the sampled digital signals
into packets, which are transmitted to the corresponding
controller along different communication network paths and
are utilized to generate control signals after processing at the
front end of the controller. The reference control signal is
transmitted to the corresponding actuator to realize the
closed-loop control and stability support for the power system.

The communication network plays a vital role in the closed-
loop control process. However, network uncertainties such as
network delay and packet loss may happen during signal
transmission. These network defects will affect the quality of
signal accuracy; moreover, they affect the transient stability of the
power system. Specifically, when a communication delay occurs,
the signal received by the controller at kth time is not the real-
time corresponding signal transmitted by the sensor at k time but
the non-corresponding signal due to the network delay of the
forward channel. The delay in the signal acquisition results in the
effective performance of the controller strategy. Moreover, the
network uncertainty also exists in the feedback communication
channel from the controller to the actuator. In this article, only
the communication delay in the process of long-distance signal
transmission channel is considered. It is need of the hour to
develop a model considering the network delay in an
MMC–MTDC system and design the corresponding control
strategy to compensate it.

3 PROPOSED HIERARCHICAL ADAPTIVE
CONTROL STRATEGY

The overall control scheme of the MMC can be split into DC
voltage control (VC) or a power transmission (Qin and
Saeedifard, 2012), and internal average capacitor voltage
control (Hagiwara and Akagi, 2009) (see Figure 5). The power
transfer to the grid is controlled by the AC current. The average
capacitor voltage is controlled by the corresponding circulating
current in each phase (Pou et al., 2015). The resulting three phase
output voltage references are translated into upper and lower arm
voltages, respectively. The modulating and balancing blocks are
finally used to create the gate signals, with an equal power
distribution among the submodule (Hahn et al., 2018), (Fan
et al., 2015). A power dq-transformation is used with ideal
PLL. Furthermore, no details of the circulating current control,

FIGURE 3 | Framework of the MMC–MTDC model.
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modulation, and balancing are provided since these dynamics are
not included in the transient stability improvement.

In this section, the hierarchical adaptive control strategy for
improving the stability of the cyber–physical grid in complex
operating conditions is introduced. The proposed theory is
divided into two parts: The first part introduces the traditional
process for output current reference value. Second, a modified
controlled strategy is proposed. The second part puts forward the
solution when the power system fault causes the cyber
communication layer problem.

Since zero-sequence components of voltage normally can be
disregarded, it is possible to reduce a three-phase system to an
equivalent two-phase system. The phase quantities thereof,
denoted with the subscripts α and β, respectively, are 90°

phase shifted. It is convenient to consider the equivalent two-
phase system as projected on the αβ plane, whose real and
imaginary axes, respectively, represent the α and β quantities.
Complex two-phase representation V = vα + jvβ is also known as
the Clarke transformation.

For ease of control, an MMC controller can use the α–β
decoupling method to find α and β components of the output
current reference, respectively, in a higher-level control. The

cascade control structure in this article is also based on αβ
components.

3.1 The Original Calculation Method in
Higher-Level Control
The basic calculation principle of the output current reference is
based on higher-level control in Figure 5. From this strategy,
different control strategies can be derived. To produce the output
current reference signal, DC voltage link is needed; PCC voltage
and output active power are also required. So the original method
controls the decoupled output current components separately,
just like the control dq component. First, initial state quantity xdc
and state increment dxdc are calculated as follows:

xdcinitial � 3VPCCinitialIs αinitial/2, (14)
dxdc � KI(3VPCCIs α/2 − xdc). (15)

So for the α component of the output-current reference, it can
be approximately obtained as follows:

dWd

dt
� Pd − P ≈ dxdc, (16)

FIGURE 4 | Signal transmission process of the cyber–physical system with the MMC.

FIGURE 5 | Overview of an MMC cascade control system.
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Is αref � (2(xdc + dxdc) + Kp(Wd −Wd ref))/(3VPCC),
(17)

Wd � C′
dV

2
d /2, (18)

where Pd and P are the input active power reference and
measurement value in DC side, respectively. It can be clearly
seen that when the DC voltage returns to the rated value after the
system state changes dynamically, the α component of the output
current also reaches a new steady state. KI and Kp are the
controller gains. The high-level control adjusts the output
current of the MMC through the parameters of the MTDC
transmission system.

Similarly, the interaction between the β component of the
output current and the PCC voltage is given as follows:

Is βref � (PrefVPCC β − QrefVPCC α)/(1.5V2
PCC). (19)

When system line or node fault occurs, causing a low voltage
incident, reactive power injection in a time interval is needed to
realize “low voltage ride through capability.” Thus, the reference
of the output current’s β component is given as follows:

Is βref � (0.9Vsmax − VPCC)KRT. (20)
However, it is validated by performing a large number of

simulations that the rectified converter does not transmit stable
power under complex operating conditions. The DC-bus energy
Wd deviates from its stable value whenever a node failure occurs
in the power system; moreover, state quantity xdc also deviates
from the steady-state value when a fault occurs on a significant
node. This makes the power system difficult to restore to the
stable state. The controller needs to adjust the parameters Kp and
KI in the optimal time to make the output current reference stable
when the topology of the power system changes. While the same
control parameters are used for the fault in different positions of
the power system, the system variables will deviate from the
normal operating conditions or be in a state of continuous
oscillation. Thus, in a large cyber–physical grid, for
stability problems that may occur at an unidentified
location and time, which are caused by the physical layer
itself or the cyber layer, this control strategy is obviously not
sufficient for wide adoption.

3.2 The First Stage of the Proposed Control
Strategy
This article aimed at improving the drawbacks of the
aforementioned output current reference calculation scheme
which does not have a stable higher-level controller. Variable
xdc in the aforementioned method has many possible steady-state
values in the same physical layer of the grid topology, so this is not
suitable for controller input. This article attempts to find an initial
term in the high-level control which is different from xdc and has
the tendency to return to the original value under any
circumstances, to improve the accuracy of the MMC α
component of the output current reference and ultimately
improve system stability. Without reducing the number of

input signals, we used more accurate output power of rectifier
Psd as the new controller state.

The equation of Psd is given as follows:

Psd � Pd � 3/2(VPCC αIs α + VPCC βIs β). (21)
In this way, the increment of state could be calculated as

follows:

dPsd � Kp(3/2(VPCC αIs α + VPCC βIs β) − Psd). (22)
Correspondingly, the reference calculation method of the α

component of output current is adjusted as follows:

Is αref � (2/3(Psd + dPsd) + Kd(Wd −Wd ref))
− (VPCC βIs β)/∣∣∣∣VPCC α

∣∣∣∣. (23)
We define Psd as the new state variable because it has the

tendency to return to the stability point which is not possible with
the xdc mentioned in the previous strategy. Moreover, when the
system is stabilized, Psd returns to the initial rating, so it is logical
and correct for us to define Psd as an input to the high-level
controller. This also enables the reference value of the output
current to get a new steady-state value. The second reason is
improving the relevance of Is_α and Is_β; this will make the
MMC’s control structure more complex and more adaptive to
different operating conditions. It also speeds up the recovery of
converter active output power during the low voltage events.

3.3 The Second Stage of the Proposed
Hierarchical Control
The main goal of this part is to consider the existence of network
uncertainty and design an optimal output current reference value
calculation scheme for transient stability under MMC control.
For the accurate performance of the control strategy, cascade
control needs to ensure its own safe operation and output signals
accurate enough after the event and delay occurs.

The communication delay problem of CPPS in this article is
that the signal to the MMC controller does not correspond with
the fault event. Assuming an information packet S needed to be
transmitted from the source to the destination, expressed as S
[Sin(t),k] shown in Figure 6, the time delay is not constant, but
stochastic in nature, and it usually follows the exponential
distribution verified by practical experiments in the study by
Park and Lee (2001) and Tipsuwan and Chow (2004). In this
article, the delay time is taken as the sample maximum. Once the
delay time reaches a certain limit, the state signal mismatch will
accumulate to the extent that the system cannot return to

FIGURE 6 | Information transmission process through the channel.
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stability. The delay time is proportional to the distance of the line
between the hardware; moreover, mitigation of the unbalancing
caused by the signal mismatch during the occurrence of a fault is
the key to solving the communication delay problem.

In order to solve this problem, an adaptive signal
compensation scheme based on the output current reference
considering network delay and solver algorithm is proposed.
We extract the αβ component of the PCC voltage in the
output signal as feedback and compare the corresponding
value from the input signal to obtain compensation [Δα; Δβ].
We define the compensation signal of the proposed output
current reference calculation method as COMP. It is obtained
by the following:

COMP � [ΔαΔβ ] � K⎛⎝⎡⎣VPCC α,n+1′

VPCC β,n+1′ ⎤⎦ − [VPCC α,t

VPCC β,t
]⎞⎠, (24)

where K = [k1; k2]. k1 and k2 represent the compensation gains. It
can adjust the size of each gain to enhance (or weaken) the effect
of the corresponding compensation signal on the system. The
value with subscripts n+1 represents the output of the controller
at the previous moment y(1)n+1. Correspondingly, the state with
subscript t is the input of the controller at the next iteration. After
adding the compensation signal, the new output current reference
calculation method is expressed as follows:

dPsdp � Kp(3/2((VPCC α + Δα)Is α + (VPCC β + Δβ)Is β)
− Psd),

(25)
Is αref � (2/3(Psd + dPsdp) + Kd(Wd −Wd ref)) − ((VPCC β

+ Δβ)Is β)/∣∣∣∣VPCC α + Δα
∣∣∣∣,

(26)
Is βref � (0.9Vsmax − (VPCC + Δv))KRT. (27)

From Eqs 27–29, the compensation values act with the
delayed input signal to find the output current in the high-
level control, and reduce the error response of the controller
caused by the delay signal, thus reducing the adverse effects on the
system by flexibly adjusting the higher-level input signal of the
controller. The proposed calculation method not only considers
the control regulation of the active power by the high-level
control but also considers the PCC voltage influence in the β
component (most critical) of the output current, thus increasing
the rate of the low voltage ride through response and finally
affecting the transient stability of the power grid system.

When a fault occurs, the fault current will carry the
information to the data center, and the problem of the
network delay and packet loss in the cyber system will
inevitably mean the cyber–physical disturbance is quantifiable
by the distance of network communication and the packet loss
rate. If the network delay or packet loss makes the signal COMP
become large, the second stage of the proposed control strategy
automatically makes the compensation signal transmitted to the
controller so as to reduce the disturbance to the operation of the
physical information system. Meanwhile, we also need to keep

track of the timing of the compensation mechanism. In this
article, when the difference between the voltage signals sent by the
main application layer to the remote end exceeds 0.1% of rating,
we consider that a communication delay in the system occurs;
moreover, the compensation scheme of the MMC–MTDC
controller needs to be triggered. After the fault is cleared, the
value of the system operation tends to be stable, and the influence
of network delay and packet loss is very small, so the COMP value
can be ignored.

However, because of the ODE (ordinary differential equation)
solvers used in the simulation model, it is necessary to set the
compensation signal “COMP” to zero in the second stage in order
to avoid “over-regulation.” The second stage of the hierarchical
control strategy model to solve the problem of communication
delay is presented in Figure 7.

FIGURE 7 | Proposed method of the state controller for the
cyber–physical system.

FIGURE 8 | Framework of the MMC–MTDC test model.
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Here, the output reference current calculation-based control
strategy on improving the transient stability of the cyber–physical
MMC–MTDC system has been established.

4 CASE STUDIES

A comparative analysis is conducted between the original and
proposed control schemes, and its feasibility is examined by
considering the communication delay problem. In this article,
the time-domain simulation method is used to analyze the
stability of the system. In the time-domain simulation method,
the differential algebraic equations which describe the system’s
transient process are numerically integrated to gradually obtain the
values of system variables which change with time, and then judge
the transient stability of the system according to the drawn curves.

A modified IEEE 9-bus system (Figure 8) containing an
MMC–MTDC is simulated to validate the proposed strategy.
AC2 and AC3 are the sending ends, while AC1 is the receiving
end. The DC ports are connected to buses 2, 10, and 8 through
MMCs 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Since the HVDC transmission
system has the function of blocking AC faults, in the case of AC
faults discussed in this article, we need not study the transient
processes of AC2 and AC3, but only the transients of AC1 and
MTDC dynamics. The parameters of the grid MMC are shown in
Table 1. The machine performance will affect the simulation time.
The simulations in this article were performed using MATLAB
R2014a on a PC with an i7-6700 3.4 GHz CPU and 32 GB RAM.

4.1 Physical Layer Fault
4.1.1 Original Control Strategy
In the proposed control strategy, control parameters Kp1, Kp2,
Kd1, and Kd2 of the higher level are equal to 400, 700, 40, and 40,
respectively. In this article, the behavior of the generator and the
MTDC system are used to study the effects of control strategies.
This section describes two different contingencies: 1) a three-
phase grounding fault occurred on bus 5; 2) the same three-phase
grounding fault at bus 6 which is near the generator bus. The
three-phase grounding fault which is common and harmful in
real life is assumed to happen at one bus when t = 1.1 s and
is cleared at t = 1.15 s. Figures 9A–D gives the dynamic
performance of the generator and MMC after two contingencies.

TABLE 1 | Important parameters of grid and MMC.

Vd 140 kV
Cd 100 μF
L 50 mH
R 0.1 Ω
Pg2, Pg3, Pg10 (100MVA) 100,85,61
Pd5, Pd7, Pd9 (100MVA) 90,100,125
N (number of sub-modules) 100
Rated power (MVA) 210

FIGURE 9 | Dynamic responses of the generator and the MMC–MTDC in an original control method. (A) The rotor angles of generator 1,3 in degrees. (B) d-axis
component of the voltage 1,3 behind transient reactance in p.u. (C) q-axis component of the voltage 1,3 behind transient reactance in p.u. (D) Active power of MMC2. (E)
α component of the MMC2 output-current. (F) Voltage of bus 1 in main grid.
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The first contingency simulation results show that the
generator and the MMC–MTDC system states can return to
stability quickly after the fault is cleared. However, when the same
fault is applied to bus 6, the rotor angle of generators 1 and 3
deviated significantly from their normal operating states.
Although the d, q-axis component of the voltage 3 behind
transient reactance restores to its initial state, there is an
obvious swell that is not acceptable for the safe operation of
the system. The original control strategy is not adaptable to the
complex cyber–physical system because the output active power
fluctuation of MMC2 takes approximately 5 s to reach a steady
state (Figure 9D). This creates a domino effect and drives the
state variable xdc on bus 6 to instability. Since xdc controls the
output reference current, instable xdc drives the output reference
current to become unstable. As a result, the α component of
MMC2 output current takes a long time to reach the steady state
which moves the system to permanent instability as shown in
Figure 9E.

4.1.2 Proposed Control Strategy
In this part, the proposed control in the higher level is applied to
verify its effectiveness. Unlike the original control method, new
control parameters can be easily set. In this case, Kp1, Kp2, Kd1,
and Kd2 are 200, 200, 50, and 50, respectively. Validation is done
by performing five simulations. The first two simulations have the
same fault scenarios as described in the former sections. The
accuracy of the presented scheme for the MMC–MTDC system

operation is analyzed by three additional faults applied to the
same model: 3) bus 9 takes a longer duration of failure while
taking 0.7 s to clear; 4) the same grounding fault occurs at bus 8
which connects with the MMC–MTDC system. The
performance of the generator and the MMC–MTDC state are
shown as given in Figures 10A–I. To facilitate observation, the
rotor angles and voltage of generators 1 and 3 are divided into
two figures.

The simulation results show that when the same fault incident
occurs, the proposed hierarchical control strategy maintains
stability which is not possible with the original scheme. The α,
β components of the output current are also shown in Figures
10G,H. The results show that unlike original state values, the new
state variable helps in quick restoration of the stability of the
MMC2 output current. Figure 10J shows the DC voltage of the
MMC–MTDC during operation; it can be seen that the three-
phase grounding fault has a short adverse effect in this control
strategy. And the voltage of slack bus under faults is shown in
Figure 10K.

Two separate three-phase grounding faults are applied at
different buses within a short time duration. The fault is
applied to bus 7 at t = 1.5 s and is cleared at 0.5 s later, and
the same scenario is applied if the condition occurs at bus 9 when
t = 3 s. The simulation results are given as follows.

Figures 11A–D show the behavior of the MMC–MTDC and
AC system after two faults. During serious and complex faults, the
state of the generator and the MMC–MTDC oscillates with the

FIGURE 10 | Dynamic responses of the generator and the MMC–MTDC in case 2: (A) The rotor angle of generator 1 in degrees. (B) The rotor angle of generator 3 in
degrees. (C)d-axis component of the voltage 1behind transient reactance in p.u. (D) d-axis component of the voltage 3 behind transient reactance in p.u. (E)q-axis component of
the voltage 1 behind transient reactance in p.u. (F) q-axis component of the voltage 3 behind transient reactance in p.u. (G) α component of the output-current in MMC2. (H) β
component of the output-current in MMC2. (I) Active output power of MMC2. (J) DC Voltage of MTDC system. (K) Voltage of bus 1 in main grid.
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FIGURE 10 | (Continued).

FIGURE 11 | Dynamic responses of the generator and the MMC–MTDC. (A) The rotor angle of generator 3 in degrees. (B) d-axis component of the voltage 3
behind transient reactance in p.u. (C) Active power of MMC2. (D) DC Voltage of MTDC system.
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occurrence of faults. However, it quickly returns to a stable
operating condition or the initial state.

In conclusion, with the proposed hierarchical control strategy,
the system can return to a stable state in a short time under
various fault scenarios. For the modified higher-level control of
hierarchical controller input parameter Psd, the αβ component of
the output current can reach a new equilibrium value after
oscillation so that the rated operating value of the system
remains unchanged. In all serious contingencies designed in
the simulation, all generators can keep the rotor angle stable,
and the voltage behind transient reactance Edq will remain
unchanged. Therefore, this control strategy significantly
improves the transient stability of the AC system with the
MMC–MTDC under a physical layer fault.

4.2 Cyber Layer Fault: Communication
Delay
A series of simulations are performed considering the proposed
cyber–physical system with the MMC–MTDC model. A three-
phase fault is introduced at 2.0 s for which a communication
delay is observed. The main grid network transmits the new state
variable’s signal to the remote MMC sending end that connects to
the generators at nodes 2 and 10. A change signal is received by

the MMC signal receiver at a sampling frequency of 200
calculation steps (0.02 s), and the MMC controller of the
rectifier responds to the new input state and changes the
running conditions of the generators. The controller sets to
the new steady-state and continuously receives a signal with a
200-step delay thereafter.

In this case, a contingency analysis is performed to study the
effect of communication delay on the MMC–MTDC system and
the transient stability of the AC system. A three-phase
grounding fault is introduced in the system at 2.0s and is
cleared in 0.07s. In the presence of communication delays,
with and without the proposed voltage compensation
scheme, the dynamic process of the rotor angle, D-axis
component of voltage 3, and MMC2 output active power are
shown in Figures 12A–C, whereas the compensation signal of
the hierarchical control strategy’s second stage during operation
is shown in Figure 12D.

In the presence of a network delay, the transient stability of
the system is at stake (Figure 12). The phase angle of
generator 3 has exceeded the rating (−360°), whereas the
active power from the AC2 system oscillates violently for a
long time. Compared with the results of using the proposed
voltage compensation-based hierarchical adaptive control
method, it is realized that the transient stability of the

FIGURE 12 |Dynamic responses of the generator and theMMC–MTDC and compensation signal of a single MMC controller after communication delay occurs. (A)
The rotor angle of generator 3 in degrees. (B) d-axis component of the voltage 3 behind transient reactance in p.u. (C) Active power of MMC2. (D) The compensation
signal acts on MMC2 controller.
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physical–cyber system under the cyber layer fault is greatly
improved. From Figure 12D, it is evident that the signal
COMP observes a first swell when the fault is introduced;
however, it mitigates with time. The effect of the
compensation mechanism on the MMC controller stops at
about 12 s. Therefore, the results show that the proposed
scheme can eliminate the adverse effects caused by
communication delay and will not interfere with the
system operation afterward.

5 CONCLUSION

In this article, voltage compensation-based hierarchical
adaptive control for improving the transient stability of the
cyber–physical MMC–MTDC system is presented. In the first
stage of the control strategy, the transient stability of the
MMC–MTDC physical layer system is improved; in the
second stage, adverse effects of communication delay on the
cyber–physical system stable operation are eliminated.
Simulations are performed by modifying the IEEE-9 bus
system with a three-terminal MTDC grid. The proposed
strategy has a high tendency for practical application in the
fields of the cyber–physical MMC–MTDC system in the future.
The following conclusions are drawn from the theoretical
analyses and model simulations:

1) The first stage of the hierarchical control modifies the higher-
level control method ensuring the stability of the reference
value of the output current in the case of large disturbance.
Consequently, the MMC–MTDC grid’s transient stability is
improved significantly.

2) Considering the potential risk of communication delay to
power grid stability, the proposed voltage compensation
scheme-based hierarchical control effectively ensures the
accuracy of cascade control and improved the reliability of
the cyber–physical system.

Therefore, the proposed hierarchical control can effectively
improve the transient stability under fault events in
cyber–physical MMC–MTDC systems.
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